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Abstract—Social networks are considered to be heterogeneous
graph neural networks (HGNNs) with deep learning technological
advances. HGNNs, compared to homogeneous data, absorb vari-
ous aspects of information about individuals in the training stage.
That means more information has been covered in the learning
result, especially sensitive information. However, the privacy-
preserving methods on homogeneous graphs only preserve the
same type of node attributes or relationships, which cannot
effectively work on heterogeneous graphs due to the complexity.
To address this issue, we propose a novel heterogeneous graph
neural network privacy-preserving method based on a differential
privacy mechanism named HeteDP, which provides a double
guarantee on graph features and topology. In particular, we
first define a new attack scheme to reveal privacy leakage
in the heterogeneous graphs. Specifically, we design a two-
stage pipeline framework, which includes the privacy-preserving
feature encoder and the heterogeneous link reconstructor with
gradients perturbation based on differential privacy to tolerate
data diversity and against the attack. To better control the
noise and promote model performance, we utilize a bi-level
optimization pattern to allocate a suitable privacy budget for the
above two modules. Our experiments on four public benchmarks
show that the HeteDP method is equipped to resist heterogeneous
graph privacy leakage with admirable model generalization.

Index Terms—privacy-preserving, recommendation, differen-
tial privacy, heterogeneous graph

I. INTRODUCTION

The heterogeneous graph is an extraordinary information
network, which consists of multiple node types and multiple
relation types [1]. Social relations are one of the networks
that are most complex and closest to people’s lives. According
to their interactions and inter-dependencies, recommendation
predicts the products the user will purchase while inferring
the user’s implicit tendency [2], [3]. Therefore, heterogeneous
information networks (HINs) [4] are widely used in recom-
mender systems due to their enriched heterogeneous data. For
example, in movie recommendation, entities have not only
users and movies but also stores, and the relationship has
collections in addition to purchases [5], etc. For adapting
the non-Euclidean structure of HINs, existing works leverage
high-level information [6]–[10] by other platforms sharing

∗Corresponding author.

Fig. 1. An example of privacy risk from a homogeneous graph to a
heterogeneous. Change (1) represents general privacy-preserving measures
for nodes on the homogeneous graph. Change (2) indicates that the former
method has a poor protection effect on heterogeneous graphs because more
node types are considered.

(e.g., logging in with a third-party account) [11]–[14] or
semantic-level information from multiple entities [1], [15],
[16]. In this way, these works always fuse the social network
data and other side information of the users and items as a
unified heterogeneous graph to improve model performance.
However, while HINs boost recommendation capabilities, they
also bring an additional risk of privacy leakage.

Graph neural networks (GNNs) are widely used to im-
plement heterogeneous graph learning and achieve remark-
able results, as a popular and powerful graph representation
model [17]–[21], such as recommended systems [22]–[25].

However, most existing works focus on how to improve the
representational power of graphs and ignore the security issues
of sensitive information in graph data. For user privacy, some
non-Euclidean data may more intuitively discover the relation-
ships between users and some sensitive information [26], such
as social relationships [13], behavioral trajectories [27]–[29],
and medical records. While people benefit from the conve-
nience of the recommendation, they are faced with recorded
behavior data and learned and used all aspects of information
that would bring a series of privacy leakage risks. In the real
social world, some malicious people can obtain individuals’
sensitive characteristics from enriching recommendations [5],
such as identification and phone number, address, and even
social relationships. The privacy leakage risk of this hetero-
geneous information is reflected in both feature and topology
levels.

Recently, to address privacy problems in graph data, some
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Fig. 2. An example of privacy risk from topology properties and topology
protection. (a) The original graph structure. (b) The topological structure
after perturbation.

existing works focus on privacy leakage in graph-based [30],
[31]. Differential privacy [12], [32] based on data distribution
perturbation, as advanced privacy-preserving technology, is
widely used in deep learning because of the strict mathematical
definition. Therefore, there is a remarkable limitation: the
privacy-preserving method of a homogeneous graph cannot
solve the problem caused by heterogeneity. For example,
different types of nodes may no longer be independent of
each other in features and topology but have semantic de-
pendencies. On the one hand, Fig. 1 illustrates an inference
and preservation between homogeneous and heterogeneous
graphs. The model predicts user C will buy the item by
neighbor relationships. Specifically, the inference is drawn
due to A’s historical shopping record, and B is a neighbor
of both A and C. The existing works protect the direct
relationship between users by disturbing their links, reducing
the predicted probability. However, different types of nodes
and edges exist in heterogeneous social networks, respectively.
When other node types are considered on the graph, we still
can infer the buying action since the existing homogeneous
graph methods only pay attention to the influence between
the same node types. On the other hand, we are assuming
that a malicious attacker can compare the target network
with another network whose topology is similar and public.
The background knowledge allows him to obtain connections
between arbitrary nodes regardless of node types and analyze
the semantics to understand the preferences of a particular
user. Fig. 2 shows that user A is the only node in the subgraph
with degree two and in one quadrilateral and business B is the
node with degree four and in two quadrilaterals. The attacker
can utilize the topology of heterogeneous graphs to infer that
A has purchased items from B. If we could change the links
between nodes while keeping the topological properties of
each node as much as possible, the edges in the graph would
not be directly exposed. The examples of the above attack
methods show that the traditional naive differential privacy
based on the I.I.D assumption is difficult to apply to the
heterogeneous graphs of non-I.I.D directly.

Consequently, the core issue is, “Can we put forward a
heterogeneous graph neural network for privacy-preserving
recommendation model which is able to adapt to the hetero-
geneity of graph data with resisting the ‘betrayal’ of graph
topology and different neighbors?” In conclusion, there are

three extraordinary challenges in heterogeneous graphs about
privacy-preserving: (1) privacy is leaked through different
types of higher-order neighbor information; (2) even if the
topology of homogeneous nodes is changed, privacy can still
reveal the relationship between the same node types through
high-level semantics; (3) the difficulty lies in how to trade off
privacy guarantees and compelling predictions.

To resolve above problem, we propose a novel
Heterogeneous Graph Neural Network Privacy-Preserving
method based on Differential Privacy named HeteDP1.
First, we define a novel privacy leakage scenario for
heterogeneous graph recommendations, and further, we reveal
the privacy leakage risks associated with the heterogeneity of
heterogeneous graphs. Specifically, We designed two stages of
DP strategies to guarantee the privacy of graph features and
topology for the privacy leakage problem of the heterogeneous
graph. We propose a reasonable feature perturbation method
based on a heterogeneous attention mechanism to encode the
node representations. The sensitivity of features’ Gaussian
noise is learned by the neighbor influence and relationship
influence of nodes under different relational subgraphs. Then,
we input the perturbed node representations to a variational
graph auto-encoders (VGAE) [33] of the heterogeneous
graph for reconstructing the privacy-preserving topology.
The reconstructor can set learnable gradient clipping
hyperparameters as noise sensitivity to clip and perturb the
gradients. In addition, to solve the privacy budget allocation
problem of global differential privacy, we design a bi-level
optimization algorithm for HeteDP. We summarize our main
contributions as follows:
• Aiming at the nature of heterogeneous information net-

works, we define a novel privacy leakage scenario and
reveal privacy leakage risks for heterogeneous graph
recommendations.

• We propose a novel unsupervised privacy-preserving
learning framework, named Heterogeneous Graph Neu-
ral Network Privacy-Preserving with Differential Privacy
(HeteDP). HeteDP is a two-stage pipeline framework,
which can preserve the privacy of the feature and topol-
ogy of the heterogeneous graph.

• We design a adaptive privacy budget allocation by using
bi-level optimization to balance the privacy and utility of
HeteDP.

• Experiments demonstrate the adaptability and generaliza-
tion performance of the model on multiple real-world
datasets. We further analyze the necessity of each part of
HeteDP and the feasibility of the whole model in detail.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Heterogeneous Graph Neural Network

HGNNs [34]–[36] are a powerful representation learn-
ing method with outstanding generalization ability. Existing
models can fully use intricate information in heterogeneous
networks to learn more inner information and improve model

1The source code is released at https://github.com/AixWinnie/HeteDP.

https://github.com/AixWinnie/HeteDP


performance. RGCN [35] and HetGNN [34] focus on infor-
mation aggregation on multi-relational heterogeneous graphs,
using weight matrices and random walks to aggregate in-
formation with different neighbors. Metapath2vec [16] and
HIN2Vec [15] learn node representations based on meta-
path random walks to incorporate semantic information in
heterogeneous graphs. With the contextualization of advanced
research, many works have also made excellent progress in
recommendations. DiffNet++ [2] uses attention to fuse the
user’s node neighbor and interest preference to obtain the
embedding of users and items. RecoGCN [37] is a relation-
aware GNN that aggregates embeddings on meta-paths by
computing semantic weights with an attention mechanism.
However, the presentation and application of abundant data
will undoubtedly expose more user information, which is more
conducive to attackers maliciously inferring and obtaining
sensitive user data.

B. Graph Privacy-Preserving

As GNNs play a vital role in deep learning, the privacy
issue in graph representation learning is exposed. Some early
works attempted to preserve the privacy of graph data and
achieved meaningful results. These works preserve users with
personalized privacy-preserving [38] and leverage anonymiza-
tion mechanisms to prevent attackers from inferring sen-
sitive information. Recently, DPGGAN [32] has performed
differential privacy in GNNs by referring to DP-SDG [39]
privacy-preserving design patterns and taking advantage of
VGAE [33]. GERAI [12] is a recommendation model which
combines GCN and DP to ensure the utility of the learning
model while preventing users from attribute inference attacks.
To improve the utility of privacy-preserving models, it is
necessary to personalize the privacy budget for different types
of data and reduce unnecessary noise injection [40].

However, with the addition of more side information, the
inference capability of the attackers may be enhanced, and
the existing methods are difficult to adapt to the diversity of
the heterogeneous graph.

III. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM DEFINITION

Differential privacy [41] is recognized as one of the quantifi-
able and practical privacy-preserving models. The basic idea
is that any computation cannot be significantly affected by
any operation such as add, delete and modify. Even if the
attackers know all records except this one, they cannot obtain
any information from it. Two adjacent datasets D and D′ differ
by at most one record and are defined as follows.

(ε, δ)-Differential Privacy [42]. A random algorithm M
satisfies (ε, δ)-Differential Privacy for any two neighboring
data sets D and D′ and any possible subset of output O ⊆
Range (M), and it holds that

Pr [M (D) ∈ O] ≤ eεPr [M (D′) ∈ O] + δ. (1)

The privacy strength of DP increases as the privacy budget
decreases, which is controlled by ε and δ. Thus, (ε, δ)-DP is
guaranteed by adding appropriate noise to the output of the

algorithm, and the amount of injected noise is calibrated to
the sensitivity.

Sensitivity [42]. Given any query S on D, the sensitivity
for any neighboring data sets D and D′ which is defined as

∆2S = max
D,D′

‖S (D)− S (D′)‖2 . (2)

Gaussian Mechanism [43]. Let S : D → OK be an
arbitrary K-dimensional function and define its l2 sensitivity
to be ∆2S. The Gaussian Mechanism with parameter σ adds
noise scaled to N

(
0, σ2

)
to each of the K components of the

output. Given ε ∈ (0, 1) be arbitrary, the Gaussian Mechanism
is (ε, δ)-DP with

σ ≥
√

2 ln (1.25/δ)∆2S/ε. (3)

Adding noise is the primary means to implement privacy-
preserving by differential privacy. In this work, we will ap-
ply Gaussian noise to the node features and link prediction
gradients of the heterogeneous graph G, respectively, and the
overall form is defined as

M (G)
4
= S (G) +N

(
0, (42S)

2
σ2
)
, (4)

where ∆2S controls the amount of noise in the generated
Gaussian distribution from which we will sample noise into
the target.

Privacy Risk Analysis. In most social networks, the data
is non-I.I.D because the message passing between the infor-
mation causes them to be interdependent and interact with
each other, so the method based on a series of assumptions
in which the data is I.I.D is no longer applicable in our
scenario. The existing works [32] only consider that the
friends may influence a node at high levels, and they usually
reduce the probability of malicious attackers stealing user
interest orientations by perturbing the edges between nodes.
However, we take many aspects of information in the non-
Euclidean graph data, which increases the complexity of the
data, so that the attacker can obtain the user’s preferences by
inferring the semantic information between nodes from other
node types. Consequently, the existing protection methods
are challenging to take effect in heterogeneous graphs. So
our privacy-preserving objects are the graph’s sensitive node
features and topology structure.

To summarize the above privacy leakage problem of het-
erogeneous graphs, we can transform the privacy problem on
heterogeneous graphs subject into an associative differential
privacy problem of edges with solid semantic correlation. This
means that our problem further becomes a multi-objective
optimization problem for representation learning as well as
optimal privacy budget allocation.

Problem Definition. We aim to maximize privacy-
preserving while minimizing information loss due to the noise.
Therefore, we combine optimal privacy budget allocation
with HeteDP optimization as a multi-objective optimization
problem. There is a heterogeneous graph G = (V,E, φ, ψ)
with an entity mapping function φ (v) : V → A and a relation
mapping function ψ (e) : E → R, where V and E are the



set of nodes and edges. Each node v ∈ V belongs to the
node typeset A, and each edge e ∈ E belongs to the edge
typeset R. The graph has the meta-paths m = a1

r1→ a2
r2→

. . .
rN−1→ aN constructed by nodes ai ∈ A (i = 1, 2, . . . , N)

and edges ri ∈ R (i = 1, 2, . . . , N) , where ai = φ (vi) and
ri = ψ (ei) = ψ (〈vi, vi+1〉). Then, given an objective function
with a node feature privacy-preserving learning T (x, y) and
graph topology privacy-preserving learning f (x, y) on the
privacy budget of εf and εs, the problem can be defined as
follows

min
x∈εs

T (x, y) , s.t. y ∈ F (x) , (5)

where F (x) = arg miny∈εf f (x, y) and global privacy budget
ε = εf+εs. Such problems are usually difficult to find a unified
optimal solution, which is the same as the multi-objective
optimization in existing graph learning. We are inspired by the
multi-head attention mechanism [44] and differentially private
stochastic gradient descent [39]. We formulate two protection
strategies for node and topology, respectively. In particular,
we statute the recommendation problem on heterogeneous
graphs to an edge prediction problem on graph topology.
We show in Fig. 2 that the attacker cannot confidently infer
that user A has ever shopped in business B with privacy-
preserving, preventing him from guessing the user’s interest.
In the next section, we will specify our proposed privacy-
preserving approach.

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

In this section, we introduce an overall learning framework
of HeteDP, a heterogeneous graph neural network privacy-
preserving with differential privacy, and show how to preserve
individuals’ privacy. Fig. 3 shows our privacy-preserving and
representations learning framework with the two aspects of
DP strategies, where they perform privacy-preserving of node
features and graph topology in heterogeneous graphs.

A. Feature Learning with Privacy-Preserving

In this section, we detail node-level privacy-preserving
and incorporate it into feature learning. Since the nodes on
the graph are affected by their neighbors and the semantic
representation, we reflect the importance of various nodes by
learning the influence weights of neighbors.

For the subgraph gsm generated based on the all walks of
each meta-path m, we map each node to a uniform space
through linear transformation to get the embedding of the l-th
layer neural network as

zlu = w1h
l
u, (6)

where zlu and hlu are the embedding and the original feature
of the node u.

To learn the degree of dependence between node u and
its neighbor node v, we leverage the attention mechanism
and normalize the overall attention value to quantify that we
calculate the attention score between nodes as

W l
(uv;m) = SOFTMAX

(
ATTEN

(
hlu,h

l
v

)
;m
)
. (7)

Then, we introduce multi-head attention for node representa-
tion learning to pay attention to more aspects and compre-
hensive neighbor information. We also explicitly obtain the
influence weight of node u by other nodes simultaneously.
So we obtain the multi-head attention coefficients and node
representations between nodes on the (l+ 1)-th layer of each
subgraph as

h(m,l+1)
u = ||Kk=1σ

 ∑
v∈N(u)

W k
(uv;m)z

l
v

 , (8)

α(m,l+1)
u = σ

 1

K

K∑
k=1

∑
v∈N(u)

W k
(uv;m)

 , (9)

where K is the head of multi-head attention, σ (·) is an
activation function, and zlv is the embedding of the neighbor
node.

In particular, we concatenate the representations of nodes
under each semantic without losing too much semantic de-
pendency. The representation of M meta-paths in the graph
is

zmu = ||Mm=1h
m
u . (10)

Since nodes in heterogeneous data are more vulnerable to
semantic inference attacks, we further consider the impact of
semantic-level on node representation. The semantic attention
from MLP as

Wm =
1

N

∑
u∈N

LEAKYRELU (w2z
m
u + b) , (11)

βm = SOFTMAX (Wm) , (12)

whereWm is the attention weight of m, βm is the normalized
attention coefficient, and each node in gsm shares an attention
coefficient. So we get the multi-level embeddings in the feature
representation learning as

zu =

M∑
m

βmzmu . (13)

Subsequently, we inject noise uniformly into the nodes
individually, which means our noise fuse the weights of
neighbor and semantic. We design the sensitivity and Gaussian
noise on heterogeneous graph following Eq. (2) as

42Sfeat = max
D,D′

αmu βm · ‖S (D)− S (D′)‖2 ,

h̃ = zu + λ · N u
feat

(
0, σ2

εf
(42Sfeat)2I

)
,

(14)

where λ is a hyperparameter, the privacy budget εf < ε and
N u
feat is the Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and standard

deviation σεf42Sfeat for u to satisfy (εf , δ)-DP.
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Fig. 3. The framework of HeteDP. HeteDP consists of two major components: the privacy-preserving of feature learning and structure learning. The first part
secures the node attributes, and the second part protects the graph topology. The two parts are constrained by a global privacy budget so that the perturbation
to the model is within a reasonable range and the optimal accuracy is pursued.

Algorithm 1: HeteDP.
Input: Heterogeneous Graph G; Negative sampling k;

Local privacy budget εf or εs; Node feature h;
Meta-path m; Multi-head attention K; Number
of training epochs T ; Batch size B; Noise
scale σ; Gradient norm bound C .

Output: Predicted result of the downstream task.
1 Initialize all model parameters;
// Feature Learning

2 Generate semantic subgraphs gs from G with m;
3 Calculate node attention αK by Eq. (7), Eq. (8);
4 Calculate semantic attention βm by Eq. (11), Eq. (12);
5 Add noise N εf

feat to h by Eq. (14);
6 Get perturbed nodes h̃;
// Topology Learning

7 Sample negative nodes h′k by Eq. (17);
8 for t = 1, 2, · · · , T do
9 Calculate node embeddings and reparameterization

q (·) by Eq. (18);
10 Reconstruct edges by Eq. (19);
11 Calculate loss between h and h′k by Eq. (21);
12 Get gradient g and update gradient g̃ with

injecting noise N εs,B,σ,C
topo by Eq. (22);

13 end

B. Topology Learning with Privacy-Preserving

We design a feature encoder for heterogeneous graphs
and a topology reconstructor to execute the heterogeneous

differentially private stochastic gradient descent to achieve
privacy-preserving on topological structures.

Feature encoder. Inspired by RGCN [35], we build a
simple RGCN model to extend VGAE [33] to handle heteroge-
neous data. All of these aggregate representations of feature
and relationship form a heterogeneous GCN model and the
hidden layer in the model is

h̃
(l+1)
dst = AGG

(
fr

(
G, h̃lsrc, h̃

l
dst

)
|r∈R

)
s.t. h̃ = HETEGCN(X,Ar),

(15)

where fr is the GCN module of each r ∈ R, X is node
features, and Ar is the relationship matrix. The hidden layer
representation of each node under the relational subgraph as

h̃(l+1)
u = σ

 ∑
v∈N(u)

ζwlh̃lv

 , (16)

where ζ is a normalization constant, wl and hlv are the
learnable weight matrices and neighbor node embeddings of
the l-th layer.

Since we transform the recommendation task on hetero-
geneou graph neural networks into a graph reconstruction
problem, we follow the original intention of the link recon-
struction task. We train a link prediction model by computing
the difference in scores between two connected nodes and any
pair of nodes. For example, there is an edge e ∈ E between
nodes u ∈ V and v ∈ V in graph G, and we want the score
between u and v to be higher than the score between u and k
nodes v′ sampled from an arbitrary distribution v′ ∼ Pn (v).
We uniform sample a different sample for each iteration of



training through the neighbor sampling of the multi-layer GNN
as negative sampling

hkv′ ← NEGSAMPLE (hu, k|∀u ∈ V ) . (17)

Then, we adopt a two-layer HeteGCN model following
Eq. (15) as an encoder and utilize the reparameterization trick
in training

q (Z|X,Ar) =

N∏
i=1

Pn
(
zi|µri ,

(
σ2
i

)r)
, (18)

where z is a stochastic latent sampling variable, µr =
HETEGCNµ (X,Ar) is the matrix of mean vectors µri and
logrσ = HETEGCNσ (X,Ar) is the matrix of standard devia-
tion vectors σri .

We compute the inner product between latent variables as
a decoder to reconstruct the edge. We leverage the calculation
to express the probability that there is a connection between
two different types of nodes φ(zu) and φ(zv) as

p (Ar|Z) =

|Au|∏
i=1

|Av|∏
j=1

σ
(
zTu zv

)
, (19)

where zTu represents the transpose of zu.
Our goal is to enable the model to find patterns in the

data during training and to discover some underlying struc-
ture. Therefore, We can discover the interdependence and
association of node u and v based on semantic association
rules and calculate the score between the node pair with the
unsupervised cross-entropy loss of the graph as

LrD = − log σ (qu,v)− k · Ev′∼Pn(v) log (σ (−pu,v′)) , (20)

where k is the number of negative sampling. To further reduce
the difference between generated samples and real samples, we
compute their KL divergence in the loss function as

L = LrD −
∑

i∈〈u,v〉

KL (qi||p (Zi)) , (21)

where p (Zi) =
∏
i Pn (zi|0, I) is a Gaussian prior. We take

the state when the graph topology is learned as the optimal
prediction of the link.

Topology reconstruction with privacy-preserving. In this
part, we introduce preserving semantic information in graphs
by perturbing the gradient of the link prediction task. We inject
the Gaussian noise to the training gradient, and further denote
as 42Stopo = C following Eq. (4).

Then, for each iteration in training, we calculate the gradient
of decoder g = ∇L from backpropagation, inject noise into
the gradient after gradient clipping and before gradient update,
and finally perform gradient descent. Thus, the perturbed
gradients as

g̃ =
1

|B|

(∑
i∈B

gRi /max

(
1,

∥∥gRi ∥∥2
C

)
+Ntopo

(
0, σ2

εsC
2I
))

,

(22)
where B and |B| is the batch and size for each training
iteration,

∥∥gRi ∥∥2 is the l2 norm of gradient clipping, and

Ntopo (·) is the Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and standard
deviation σεsC. The distribution satisfies (εs, δ)-DP, where
the privacy budget εs < ε. We control the sensitivity to
noise by limiting the norm bound C of a gradient. To adapt
to the noise distribution in heterogeneous data, we utilize
privacy accounting [39] to regulate the privacy budget of
each iteration. We set a constant number c2, the sampling
probability P , and the number of iterations T for training to
make σεs ≥ c2P

√
T log 1/δ.

C. Privacy-Preserving Analysis of HeteDP
In this section, we give a general overview of the proposed

privacy-preserving framework for heterogeneous graphs. And
then, we perform privacy analysis and proof. We aim to lever-
age a bi-level optimization strategy to maximize the privacy-
preserving effect while minimizing the information loss due
to noisy inputs. In general, our proposed scheme solves the
problem of privacy budget allocation in both feature noise
and topology noise as Eq. (5). The whole algorithm process
is elaborated in Algorithm 1. The features used in topology
learning come from node representation learning IV-A as
designed above. Moreover, we prove the privacy of HeteDP
in the following theorem.

Theorem 1. A random functionM is (ε, δ)-DP if the privacy
loss CM (o,D,D′) satisfies Pr [CM ≥ ε] ≤ δ, where the
privacy loss define as

CM (o,D,D′) := ln
Pr [M (D) = o]

Pr [M (D′) = o]
.

Proof. Let us partition O as O = O ∪ O′, where O =
{o ∈ O : CM ≥ εf,s} andO′ = {o ∈ O : CM < εf,s}. For any
S ⊆ O, if Pr [CM (o,D,D′) ≥ εf,s] ≤ δ, we have

Pr [M (D) ∈ S]

= Pr [M (D) ∈ S ∩ O] + Pr [M (D) ∈ S ∩ O′]
≤ Pr [M (D) ∈ O] + exp (εf,s) Pr [M (D′) ∈ S ∩ O′]
≤ δ + exp (εf,s) Pr [M (D′) ∈ S] ,

yielding (ε, δ)-DP for the Gaussian mechanism, where εf,s
denotes the privacy budget of noise on node features or
topology.

Theorem 2. Let M1 : D → O1 be an (εf , δ)-DP algorithm,
and M2 : D → O2 be an (εs, δ)-DP algorithm. Their
combination defined to be A = M1,2 : D → O1 × O2 by
the mapping: A (x) = (M1 (x) ,M2 (x)) is (εf + εs, δ)-DP.

Proof. Let x, y ∈ D and fix ∀ (o1, o2) ∈ O1 ×O2. Then

Pr [A (D) = O] + δ

=
(Pr [M1 (x) = o1] + δ) (Pr [M2 (x) = o2] + δ)

(Pr [M1 (y) = o1] + δ) (Pr [M2 (y) = o2] + δ)

=

(
Pr [M1 (x) = o1] + δ

Pr [M1 (y) = o1] + δ

)(
Pr [M2 (x) = o2] + δ

Pr [M2 (y) = o2] + δ

)
≤ exp (εf ) exp (εs) = exp (εf + εs) ,

which shows that the combination algorithm A satisfies
(εf + εs, δ)-DP.



TABLE I
SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: “F1 SCORE IN NC AND ROC-AUC SCORE IN LP” (%).

Dataset ACM DBLP Amazon IMDB
Task NC LP NC LP NC LP NC LP

HGConv [45] 88.89 82.15 93.40 57.00 92.17 63.43 63.43 64.00
HGT [7] 88.85 79.68 93.42 53.32 94.40 65.77 63.63 55.52
Metapath2vec [16] 73.69 − 92.80 44.58 78.33 88.86 48.81 67.69
RGCN [35] 82.67 63.28 87.70 58.10 94.50 65.03 61.30 74.32
HetGNN [34] 82.82 89.99 90.43 55.73 70.61 72.37 54.78 59.24

HeteDP (no) 87.50 85.44 87.33 79.72 97.82 72.52 53.07 82.07
HeteDP (ε=0.01) 67.33 71.92 30.13 62.83 95.28 60.20 40.12 74.37
HeteDP (ε=0.1) 76.15 72.15 32.24 68.84 97.41 64.65 40.29 75.06
HeteDP (ε=1) 80.33 77.39 39.81 73.94 97.67 72.24 48.50 75.57

TABLE II
STATISTICS OF DATASETS.

Dataset # Nodes # Edges

ACM
author: 17,351 paper-author: 13,407

paper: 4,025 paper-field: 4,025
field: 72

DBLP

author: 4,025 paper-author: 19,645
paper: 14,328 paper-conf: 14,328

conf: 20 paper-term: 85,810
term: 7,723

Amazon

user: 6,170 user-item: 195,791
item: 2,753 item-view: 5,694
view: 3,857 item-category: 5,508

category: 22

IMDB
movie: 4,278 movie-actor: 12,828

actor: 5,257 movie-director: 4,278
director: 2,081

V. EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental Setup

In this section, we conduct experiments in all aspects on
four datasets and two tasks to demonstrate the adaptability
of heterogeneity privacy-preserving and the effectiveness of
graph learning. The experiment results of HeteDP are shown
in Table I, where the best accuracy shown in bold and the best
privacy-preserving results are are underlined. Furthermore,
“−” indicates that the current model hardly implement in the
dataset. We then further analyze how HeteDP is affected by
changing the strength of privacy-preserving, and our contribu-
tion to the overall performance of the optimization model.

Datasets. We use four open datasets, including citation net-
works (ACM and DBLP), an E-commerce dataset (Amazon),
and a relational movie network (IMDB). The dataset statistics
are shown in Table II. We mark the classified nodes and the
predicted edges with bolded. For example, in the downstream
task of the ACM dataset, we perform node classification for
“paper” and link prediction for “paper-author”.

Baselines. We compare the HeteDP with state-of-the-
art heterogeneous baseline methods, including HGConv [45],
HGT [7], metapath2vec [16], RGCN [35], and HetGNN [34].
In addition, based on these models, we extend the correspond-
ing unsupervised link prediction task, and they omit privacy-
preserving. The details of these methods are as follows:

• HGConv [45] introduces node representation based on
mixed micro/macro level convolution operations on hetero-
geneous graphs. A micro-level convolution can learn the
dependency of nodes under the constraints of the same
relation, and a macro-level convolution is used to distinguish
subtle differences between relation types.

• HGT [7] introduces a attention mechanisms to learn the
correlation of node-type and edge-type, which can capture
dynamic information about the network, avoid formulate
meta-paths, and be better used on large-scale graphs.

• Metapath2vec [16] employs the meta-paths-based random
walk on the skip-gram method to reserve semantic informa-
tion for heterogeneous graph embedding.

• RGCN [35] uses parameter sharing and sparse constraint
techniques, applied to handle large amounts of multi-
relational data, and has significant results in entity classi-
fication.

• HetGNN [34] considers each node’s heterogeneous content
(node’s attribute information) and uses random walk to
sample a fixed number of strongly associated heterogeneous
neighbors for graph nodes, and then uses BiLSTMs to pro-
cess the heterogeneous information. Since the concatenated
edges between nodes of the same type are not included in
our dataset, we ignore the fusion of node representations in
this part.

Settings. We set the parameters of feature learning and
topology learning separately, with learning rates lr of 0.005
and 0.001, epsilon ε from 0.01 to 1 and 0.01 to 0.5, hidden
layer dimension of 64 and 32. The common parameters
set epoch to 100 and the probabilistic of breaking privacy-
preserving δ to 1e − 5. The categories of node classification
and edge prediction set for each data select follow Table II.
We count the meta-paths m for each node type to include
all links as much as possible. The number of layers depends
on the meta-paths m and the types of edges R in the graph.
In addition, we set the unique parameters in the first part of
learning as the dropout of training to 0.8, the regularization
coefficients to 0.001, the number of heads of the multi-headed
attention mechanism K to 8, and a hyperparameter λ to 0.01.
In topology learning, we set the batch size |B| to 2048 and
the number of negative sampling k to 5. We follow the dataset
split setting in [33]. For the baseline models, the parameters
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Fig. 4. Ablation study of ROC-AUC scores of LP on validation set with ε = 0.01.
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Fig. 5. The visualisation of node types on ACM.

are set as the default values in their papers.

B. Performance Comparison
We set up two downstream tasks to test the performance of

our proposed method, node classification (NC) and link pre-
diction (LP). Table I summarizes the performance of HeteDP
in different downstream task and on four datasets, comparing
with the baseline methods, which reflects the inherent general-
izability of the HeteDP and the effect when it has differential
privacy-preserving.

For the node classification task, we consider the practice of
unsupervised node classification [46], using negative sampling
of edges for training and 2-order neighbor sampling at each
iteration of validation. We use the F1 score as a classification
effectiveness measure. The experimental results show that
HeteDP reduces the F1 score of node classification by at
least 12.95% on IMDB. For the link prediction task, we
extend the sampler [46] to negative sampling on heterogeneous
graphs, sampling k negative pairs for each edge. Each training
randomly selects a specific size of data to form batch training.
The encoder consists of heterogeneous convolutional layers
Eq. (15), Eq. (16), and the decoder calculates the scores of pos-
itive and negative sample pairs by inner product, respectively.
So the probability of successful link prediction is a mapping
of the recommended probability. We utilize the ROC-AUC
score as an indicator to judge the performance of HeteDP. In
terms of ROC-AUC score, HeteDP also reduces by 13.52%
and 7.7% on ACM and IMDB.

Overall, in the LP task of DBLP and IMDB, compare to
the second-best model, our proposed original model improves
performance over 21.62% and 7.75%. The noise of different
sensitivities to each dataset brings diverse levels of influence.
Still, in general, the model accuracy improves in different
magnitudes with an increasing privacy budget, such as the
ROC-AUC score of Amazon is only reduced by 0.28% with

ε = 1. It shows that the generalization ability of our model
is guaranteed to a certain extent, and the model can maintain
the utility of the data under the influence of noise. Similar
to what was elaborated above, the ACM dataset has an
accuracy reduction of about 14% on the LP task when setting
the privacy-preserving strength of ε = 0.01. It shows that
our proposed privacy-preserving method is resistant to graph
topological inference attacks to a certain extent.

C. Further Analysis
Ablation study. We further conduct ablation experiments to

assess the importance degree of two parts of our proposed. We
design a total of three experiments for the LP task for com-
parison: the first is to only protect the features of various node
types by Eq. (14) in feature learning and then use the learned
node representation with noise for topology learning; second,
the representation of features aggregates the information of
node neighbors and semantics to use for topology learning,
while the link relationship is protected during the topology
learning process with Eq. (22); the final set is the node feature
and topology data are double-protected. Their privacy budget
is 0.01 and results are shown in Fig. 4. From the experimental
results, we can observe that the perturbation of each part is
effective. Compared with the node feature disturbance, the
disturbance to the topology structure affects the link prediction
accuracy more. Nevertheless, our training eventually reaches
convergence and maintains some utility.

Furthermore, we visualize node types to observe the utility
of privacy-preserving in Fig. 5. It shows the embedding
visualization of all nodes in ACM using t-SNE [47], where the
different colors indicate node types. We design original model,
feature perturbed, topology structure perturbed and HeteDP
experiments, where the privacy budget is 3. The visualization
from left to right generally shows increasingly tight clustering
among similar nodes. For feature perturbation, we observe that
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Fig. 6. Bi-level experiments of ROC-AUC scores of LP on different privacy
budget allocation options.

the spacing within the “paper” node class becomes smaller,
which affects the classification effect within that node. The
boundary between the three-node types is always clear. For
topological perturbations, it causes a large change in the
position of individual nodes even at higher ε. This perturbation
phase has a lower impact within the node class, while the
different node types become more dispersed. Finally, compare
with the original model, our model reflects the ability to
reduce the gap between different types of nodes to some
extent compared, which exactly proves the effectiveness of
node feature protection and maintains the utility of the HeteDP.

Bi-level optimization. Privacy budget allocation has long
been an essential task in privacy-preserving. The task aims to
reduce the probability of data being accessed by attackers,
weigh the training accuracy, and consider the problem of
model performance degradation due to privacy noise. To
further improve the utility of the model in privacy-preserving,
we design a bi-level optimization trick to allocate the privacy
budget of Gaussian noise on the feature part and the topo-
logical part. We fix the topology noise unchanged and seek
the optimal privacy budget allocation on node features by
experiments in a specific interval according to Eq. (5). Next,
we fix the amount of noise on features to find the optimal
privacy budget on topology. The results are shown in Fig. 6.
The figure compares the effect of an equally divided privacy
budget and a bi-level optimized privacy budget and shows
that bi-level optimization can bring better performance for the
model, which achieves the purpose of the trade-off between
protection power and utility.

Sensitivity Analysis. We analyze the sensitivity of the
overall noise of HeteDP. Specifically, we test the extent to
which the parameter ε influences our model on the LP task.
We set 9 values of ε on ACM, IMDB and DBLP, as shown in
Fig. 7. We observe that the ACM dataset achieves a score close
to 80% at ε = 1, which is nearly 8% higher than ε = 0.01.
IMDB, however, is not as sensitive to ε because the network
structure of this dataset is fragile, and it is harder to improve
the learning ability once it is disturbed. The experiments show
that different datasets have myriads of changes in sensitivities
to the privacy budget due to inconsistencies in their own data
distributions, and it is necessary to find a suitable noise range
to protect the model and maximize its effectiveness.
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Fig. 7. Sensitivity experiments on ACM and IMDB.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we propose HeteDP, a novel privacy-preserving
graph learning framework for heterogeneous graph. We pro-
pose a two-stage privacy-preserving mechanism based on
differential privacy, capable of adapting to the heterogeneity of
heterogeneous graphs. For multi-type nodes and relationships
on heterogeneous graphs, we learn the representation distribu-
tion and aggregation of nodes on each relationship through
multi-relational convolutional layers, and adapt to various
downstream tasks through unsupervised learning. Considering
that nodes and links are vulnerable to inference attacks in
heterogeneous graph scenarios, we perturb the node features
and the topological structure, respectively. Then, we balance
the privacy budget allocation of the node feature and the topol-
ogy, and achieve the best performance by bi-level optimization.
Comprehensive experiments on four datasets demonstrate the
privacy-preserving capability and adaptability of HeteDP. We
hope that our work could bring some inspiration to privacy-
preserving in more complex graph data.
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